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Jessica Rules the Dark Side
High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her relationships,
but when Patch, who has a dark side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is
mysteriously and strongly drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the
school counselor, and her own instincts.

Divine Rulers in a Secular State
The Queer Art of Failure
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy comes a new romantic
suspense On an ordinary day in early September, Kennedy Shaw leaves for school
unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows will be gone - succumbed
to an outbreak of epidemic proportions. After finding a safe haven inside the
security of her enclosed high school, she learns that four others have survived, one
being a bold, mysterious transfer student from Texas whose unruffled demeanor
harbors more than a cool interest in her. As they struggle to survive the dead
fighting their way inside, will Kennedy discover there is more to life than survival?
And will she and the others find a way to live in this terrifying new world?

Eden-South
Residue
"Maggie prepares for defense against the world's most evil creatures while
uncovering the truth behind her identity and why their enemies will never give
up"--T.p. verso.

Hard to Come By
In present-day Africa chiefs interact fluently with modern states, international
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organizations, and business corporations, and traditional chieftaincy is perceived
essentially as a secular institution. Consequently, social scientists have started
paying serious attention to the role of traditional authorities in contemporary
political landscapes. Yet it was only a few decades ago that classic ethnographers
were characterizing chiefs as priests, magicians, diviners, rainmakers, and the like.
What happened to the divinity of African chiefs and kings? Drawing on his research
on the Asante people of Ghana, West Africa, Timo Kallinen explores how the
colonial and postcolonial states have attempted to secularize the sacred
institutions of chiefship and kingship, a process which is by no means complete.
Furthermore, it has frequently proved a problematic undertaking with regards to a
number of burning issues in contemporary Ghanaian society, such as PentecostalCharismatic Christianity, nationalism, international development aid, civil society
participation, coup d'états, and witchcraft.

The Wings Trilogy
When Jocelyn Weatherford is whisked away from a preparatory academy in upstate
New York to live with her extended family in New Orleans, she is unprepared to
encounter the dangers awaiting her. Yet even as she is thrust into an unfamiliar
world of witches and voodoo magic, the greatest threat of all may be the boy she
has fallen for. While handsome and charming, he is also a Caldwella member of the
family the Weatherford's have been feuding with for centuries. As their forbidden
love grows it becomes the volatile spark that forever changes their world and
everyone in it.

The Fallen Sequence: An Omnibus Edition
Jocelyn and Jameson have to hide their relationship because while they may be
soulmates, their attachment could pose a threat to everyone they know,
themselves included.

The Halo Chronicles
Defenders
When Talia Lyons was just a child, her parents were murdered before her eyes.
Offered a choice between accepting their fate and exacting revenge, Talia trains to
become one of the country's deadliest assassins in order to kill the man
responsible for their deaths: Ian Crane. Luckily, Talia was born with a gift- the
ability to read and influence the minds of others. At sixteen, Talia is poised to
graduate from the McDonough School for the Talented, where she learned to
control her abilities. Now there is only one obstacle standing between her and the
retribution she craves Talia, herself. Her greatest asset may also be her undoing;
while a formidable weapon in the field, Talia's talents prevent her from both
shutting off the mental connection she shares with her questionable boyfriend and
blocking out the thoughts of a beguiling fellow recruit. But Talia can't afford to
have the feelings and distractions of a normal teenage girl, when her life is far
from normal. She must regain the single-minded determination that has brought
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her this far, or it may cost Talia her life when she finally faces Crane. And even
after being molded in to a weapon of war, she'll still have to find the strength it
takes to pull the trigger. If James Bond and Sookie Stackhouse had a love child with
a yearning for vengeance, her story would be TALENTED: an adventure about
powerful teenagers who aren't afraid to embrace their fears and fight for what they
believe in.

Switched
Available electronically in an open-access, full-text edition from the Texas A&M
University Libraries' Digital Repository at http : / /hdl .handle .net /1969 .1 /146844.
Frank N. McMillan Jr., a country boy steeped in the traditional culture of rural
Texas, was summoned to a life-long quest for meaning by a dream lion he met in
the night. On his journey, he followed the lead of the founder of analytical
psychology, Carl Jung, and eventually established the world’s first professorship to
advance the study of that field. McMillan, born and raised on a ranch near Calvert,
was an Aggie through and through, with degrees in geology and petroleum
engineering. As an adult working near Bay City, Texas, he was lunching in a
country café when by chance he met abstract expressionist painter Forrest Bess,
who was ecstatically waving a letter he had received from Jung himself. The artist’s
enthusiastic description of Jung as a master psychologist, soul doctor, and healer
led McMillan to the Jung Center in Houston, where he began reading Jung’s
Collected Works. McMillan frequently said, “Jung saved my life.” Finding Jung:
Frank N. McMillan Jr., a Life in Quest of the Lion captures McMillan’s journey
through the words of his own journals and through reflections by his son, Frank III.
David Rosen, the holder of the first endowed McMillan professorship at Texas A&M
University, adds insights to the book, and the late Sir Laurens van der Post, whom
the elder McMillan met at the Houston Jung Center in 1979, authored a foreword to
the book before his death. This is a story that sheds light on the inner workings of
the self as well as the Jungian understanding of the Self. In often lyrical language,
it gives the human background to a major undertaking in the dissemination of
Jungian scholarship and provides a personal account of a life lived in near-mythic
dimensions.

Guardian
Talented
This pioneering volume defines the contours of the emerging engagements of
Muslim women scholars from around the world with the authoritative interpretive
traditions of Islam, classical and contemporary. Muslima theology, here broadly
defined to encompass a range of interpretive strategies and perspectives arising
from multiple social locations, interrogates Islamic scripture and other forms of
religious discourse to empower Muslim women of faith to speak for themselves in
the interests of gender justice. Contributions provide an overview of the field at
this juncture-ranging from pioneering Muslim scriptural feminism to detailed
analyses of legal and mystical texts by a new international cohort of Muslim
women academics and activists. Contemporary female Muslim "constructivist"
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approaches articulate concerns with diversity, including race and religious
pluralism, paralleling developments in womanist and mujerista readings of
religious texts.

Muslima Theology
The third book in the Guardian Trilogy Maggie is alone and on the run. Now, with
unknown forces conspiring against her, she is in more danger than ever before. As
she re-engages in a battle raging for centuries, she prepares for their enemies
retaliation. Yet, the devastating events about to unfold could cause startling
consequencespossibly separating her and Eran forever. RECKONING is the
astonishing conclusion of the spellbinding, romantic epicThe Guardian Trilogy.

The Fallen Guardian
The "must-read romance" series featured in USA TODAY It all started with
Guardian:Declan Jane was just trying to make it through senior year in San Mar
when a mysterious and attractive new student, Alexander Ronin, arrived. Despite
all the girls vying for his attention, Declan was the one he was drawn to Readers of
Guardian and Fallen (books one and two in the popular Guardian Series) will
quickly find themselves entranced by Revelation, the much-anticipated third book
in the series. In Revelation, an ancient, sinister evil comes to San Mar, causing
Declan and Alexander to have to fight once more to protect their future. New,
shocking secrets are exposed and in the final showdown between good and evil,
the two lovers may have to choose between life and death, right and wrong, and a
mortal life together. Will they finally be free of the dark forces against them? Or
will they be forced to make the ultimate sacrifice for a greater good? Romantic,
riveting, and full of twists and turns, the final chapter will leave readers breathless
as they reflect on the enduring power of true love. Note to readers: The Guardian
Series is meant to be read in order: 1. Guardian, 2. Fallen, 3. Revelation One final
book in the series (#4-by popular request) is coming soon.

Macroeconomics
A "must-read romance" featured in USA TODAY Eighteen-year-old Declan Jane is
just trying to make it through senior year in San Mar, the Northern California
coastal town she's lived in all her life. Perpetually under the radar, she's surprised
by the pull she feels to a mysterious and attractive new student, Alexander Ronin.
Despite all the girls vying for his attention, Declan is the one he's drawn to, and
she finds herself returning his interest. As the intensity of their attraction builds
and she discovers the truth behind his appearance in San Mar, he reveals the
danger she's in and why their relationship holds deadly consequences. But as
Declan overcomes her fears and fights for her life, the connection between the two
lovers may be the only thing that can save them both. Deeply romantic and
extraordinarily suspenseful, this story will stay with readers long after the last page
is turned.

The Limits of Patriarchy
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Humanity has been protected from enslavement for centuries.They have no
knowledge of it. That is about to changeAs two seemingly-typical teenagers living
in New Orleans, Magdalene Tanner and Eran Talor want nothing more than to finish
their senior year of high school quietly with easy classes, infrequent homework,
and stealing time for forbidden affections. But this proves to be a challenge when a
threat emerges. Because they have a secret history of safeguarding humans from
hidden adversaries, Magdalene and Eran must shed their teenage personas and
stop a covert war from reigniting - one that has now been exposed to the rest of
the world. DEFENDERS is the riveting sixth installment of the bestselling young
adult fantasy romantic suspense series, Guardian Saga. Written as a stand-alone,
readers can enjoy this novel without reading the previous books in the series.

Messenger (Guardian Trilogy Prequel A)
A gripping, multilayered debut in the tradition of Tana French and Donna Tartt
about four friends, an empty manor, and a night that will follow them for the rest of
their lives It's the summer of 1996 and school's out forever for Andy, her boyfriend
Marcus, her best friend Peter, and Em. When Andy's alcoholic mother predicts the
apocalype, the four teenagers decide to see out the end of the world at a deserted
manor house, the site of a historic unsolved mystery. There they meet
David--charming and unreliable, he seems to have appeared out of nowhere. David
presents an irresistible lure for both Andy and Peter and complicates the dynamics
of their lifelong friendship. When the group learns that a diamond necklace, stolen
fifty years ago, might still be somewhere on the manor grounds, the Game—half
treasure hunt, half friendly deception—begins. But the Game becomes much
bigger than the necklace, growing to encompass years of secrets, lies, and,
ultimately, one terrible betrayal. Meticulously plotted and gorgeously written,
Before the Ruins is a page-turner of the highest order about the sealed-off places
in our pasts and the parts of ourselves waiting to be retrieved from them.

Revelation
True love can blossom in unexpected places. This is Jaden pretending not to notice.
. . . Jaden McEntyre and Parker Whalen are a wrong fit from the start. Jaden is
driven and focused, Harvard Med School within reach. Parker has a past—a
reputation—and the rumors about his mysterious habits abound. So there’s no
reason why, when they're assigned to work together on a project in English, they
should discover they have anything in common, or even like each other, and they
definitely shouldn't be falling in love. As they bond over Edith Wharton’s tragic
novella, Ethan Frome, the “bad boy” vibe Parker plays begins to dissipate. Soon,
Jaden finds herself shedding her own “good girl” image: sneaking around to be
with him, confiding in him, and ultimately falling hard for this leather-wearing,
motorcycle-driving loner who plays into the rebel stereotype. Still, Jaden can't
shake the feeling that there's more to Parker than he's letting on. He's hiding
something from her, and discovering the truth means reconciling the Parker she's
grown to love with the person he really is. Because it's possible that his life inside
the classroom—everything Jaden knows—is one massive lie. CROSS MY HEART,
told from Jaden's point of view, is a 76k-word/300-page contemporary romance for
young adults. Bonus features include the official playlist and an interview with the
author. * In addition to spending more than 100 days on the Amazon Teen Top 100
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Bestseller List in its first year of release, CROSS MY HEART was also a 2011
Goodreads Choice Awards Nominee for Best YA Fiction. keywords: contemporary
YA, teen drama, bad boy romance, romantic love story, coming of age, strangers to
lovers

Birthright
High school sophomore Alex Grabovski is cursed with a gift: the ability to see the
goodness and evil in her fellow human beings in the form of halos--rings of light or
darkness--that surround the body. Her goals in life are to keep moving, find her
best friend, and to remain invisible. A new foster family and new school offer her a
real chance at a normal life. But in order to stay, she must accept that her gift, the
gift of the saints, has been bestowed for a purpose and confront the overwhelming
darkness she fears. Then he appears, Gabriel is a Seraph, a guardian angel sent in
the mortal body of a sixteen-year-old boy to protect Alex at the time in her life
when she needs it the most. Although he is as old as time, Gabriel's teenage form
reacts to Alex in an unexpected, unprecedented way. He falls hopelessly in love
with her. When their school erupts in violence, Gabriel and Alex realize why the
guardian was sent. But can they rise above human emotions to fulfill their
destinies, even if it means the outcome will rip their fragile world apart?

Unforgiven
Maggie does not know she is a messenger. She has never met her eternal lover.
She has never survived a Fallen One. All this changes when a messenger awakens
in the Hall of Records only to die moments later, never to return. As Maggie sets
out to determine why the messengers are suddenly beginning to die, she crosses
paths with the infuriatingly appealing Eran and their story begins. In this riveting
account of Maggie's first life on earth with Eran, the star-crossed lover's romance
transpires amidst treacherous enemies, their friends' resistance, and their own
opposing wills. With the odds against her, can Maggie survive long enough to
admit the feelings she has so carefully denied? Messenger is the first prequel to
the bestselling Guardian Trilogy - the breathtaking romantic saga about a love that
has lasted centuries between a messenger and her guardian.

Hush, Hush
Five dishonored soldiers. Former Special Forces. One last mission. These are the
men of Hard Ink. Derek DiMarzio would do anything for the members of his
disgraced Special Forces team—sacrifice his body, help a former teammate with a
covert operation to restore their honor, and even go behind enemy lines. He just
never expected to want the beautiful woman he found there. When a sexy stranger
asks questions about her brother, Emilie Garza is torn between loyalty to the
sibling she once idolized and fear of the war-changed man he's become. Derek's
easy smile and quiet strength tempt Emilie to open up, igniting their desire and
leading Derek to crave a woman he shouldn't trust. As the team's investigation
reveals how powerful their enemies are, Derek and Emilie must prove where their
loyalties lie before hearts are broken and lives are lost. Because love is too hard to
come by to let it slip away . . .
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Birth of an Assassin
Jameson's love knows no end, it shows no fear, and it won't accept defeat. It is for
these reasons that Jameson has infiltrated the ministry in search of Jocelyn, the
woman he cannot live without. While locked inside their enemies headquarters, he
witnesses the stark reality of their desperate situationThe Sevens are ready for
war; Jocelyn is their pawn to move as they wish; and time is running out for
Jameson to free her and rebuild his army before The Sevens strike. As their entire
world hangs in the balance, Jameson and Jocelyn must find the strength to meet
their destinies and fulfill the prophecy that has led them to this point. The time has
come. Jameson must find a way to unite their world against The Sevens in one final
stand. Jocelyn must accept her fate and take the Nobilis's life. But can they do it
and survive? Can their love really conquer all? Told from Jameson's point of view,
this achingly poignant finale will show to what extent Jameson and Jocelyn will go
to preserve their love, and each other's life.

Haven (Apocalypse Chronicles Part 1)
"When Maggie Tanner lands in the humid heat of New Orleans and begins to sell
her ability to deliver messages to loved ones in heaven, her past catches up to her
and she must evade the enemies she didn't know existed while trying to discover
why the handsome young man with unearthly abilities has suddenly appeared to
keep her alive."--T.p. verso.

Before the Ruins
High school can be hell.

Camoens
Half-human Alekzander Brede is a law unto himself…or so he thinks. Elektra Tate,
the street orphan who loves him has other ideas. When she betrays him for no
apparent reason, he vows to punish her one way or another. Taking the one thing
she treasures most—their son—begins a cat and mouse relationship spanning two
planets and costing possibly his life. Elektra will stop at nothing to save her son but
can she overcome Brede's twisted idea of vengeance?

American Prisoners of the Revolution
The Fallen Sequence: An Omnibus Edition Lauren Kate’s New York Times
bestselling FALLEN novels: FALLEN, TORMENT, and PASSION, available for the first
time together in an ebook omnibus edition. What if the person you were meant to
be with could never be yours? Fallen There’s something achingly familiar about
Daniel Grigori. Mysterious and aloof, he captures Luce Price’s attention from the
moment she sees him on her first day at Sword & Cross boarding school in
Savannah. He’s the one bright spot in a place where cell phones are forbidden, the
other students are screwups, and security cameras watch every move. Except
Daniel wants nothing to do with Luce—he goes out of his way to make that very
clear. But she can’t let it go. Drawn to him like a moth to a flame, Luce has to find
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out what Daniel is so desperate to keep secret . . . even if it kills her. Dangerously
exciting and darkly romantic, FALLEN is a page-turning thriller and the ultimate
love story. How many lives do you need to live before you find someone worth
dying for? Torment Hell on earth. That’s what it’s like for Luce to be apart from her
fallen angel boyfriend, Daniel. It took them an eternity to find one another, but now
he has told her he must go away. Just long enough to hunt down the
Outcasts—immortals who want to kill Luce. Daniel hides Luce at Shoreline, a school
on the rocky California coast with unusually gifted students: Nephilim, the offspring
of fallen angels and humans. At Shoreline, Luce learns what the Shadows are, and
how she can use them as windows to her previous lives. Yet the more Luce learns,
the more she suspects that Daniel hasn’t told her everything. He’s hiding
something—something dangerous. What if Daniel’s version of the past isn’t
actually true? What if Luce is really meant to be with someone else? What if you
find your soul mate . . . at the wrong time? Passion Luce would die for Daniel. And
she has. Over and over again. Throughout time, Luce and Daniel have found each
other, only to be painfully torn apart: Luce dead, Daniel left broken and alone. But
perhaps it doesn’t need to be that way. . . . Luce is certain that something—or
someone—in a past life can help her in her present one. So she begins the most
important journey of this lifetime . . . going back eternities to witness firsthand her
romances with Daniel . . . and finally unlock the key to making their love last. Cam
and the legions of angels and Outcasts are desperate to catch Luce, but none are
as frantic as Daniel. He chases Luce through their shared pasts, terrified of what
might happen if she rewrites history. Because their romance for the ages could go
up in flames . . . forever.

Eternity
The Christian world is awaiting the Second Coming of Christ to take the Bride of
Chist with him in glory, which we call Rapture. There are many explanations from
various quarters. The First Coming of Christ is past. The Third Coming will take
place when Christ, the son of David comes down on the Mount of Olives to rule the
earth for a millennium. The Second Coming is on. The author Bro. Deva Evu Lawrie
had had an experience of peace with God early in life at the age of eight. He had
been a keen observer in the ministry of his father. He was a student of the famous
Madras Christian College, Tambaram, Chennai. He became a full-time minister of
religion when he was eighteen. He had been working with his dad since then.
There was a great turning point when his dad, Bro. Paulaseer Lawrie, was
preaching at Chicago, USA. He had a great experience of God coming down into
him when man first landed on the moon on July 20, 1969. The sky opened, and he
could see and feel a great and terrific power enter into his life (Luke 3: 2122). In
these pages, Bro. Deva Evu Lawrie, the author, shows that most of the prophecies
and things concerning the Second Coming have been fulfilled in the ministry of
Bro. Paulaseer Lawrie of India. He cites mostly from the Holy Scriptures. He wants
the readers to go through the book carefully so that they do not miss the glory that
God had foreordained for us in this generation. Address: Lawrie Ministries 70 Main
Street Gandhinagar827008 Tirunelveli City Tamil Nadu, India Phone:
+91-462-2330770

Fifteen Minutes
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Book 1 of The Kindrily series. Leave it to Maryah Woodsen to break the one rule
that will screw up eternity: Never erase your memories. Before entering this life,
Maryah did the unthinkable—she erased. Now, at seventeen years old, she’s
clueless that her new adoptive family has known her for centuries, that they are
perpetually reincarnated souls, and that they have supernatural abilities. Oh, and
she's supposed to love (not despise) Nathan, the green-eyed daredevil who saved
her life. Nathan is convinced his family’s plan to spark Maryah's memory is
hopeless, but his love for her is undying. After spending (and remembering) so
many lifetimes together, being around an empty version of his soulmate is heart
shattering. He hates acting like a stalker, but has no choice because the evil
outcast who murdered Maryah in their last lifetime is still after her. While Maryah’s
hunter inches closer, she and Nathan make assumptions and hide secrets that rip
them further apart. Maryah has to believe in the magic within her, Nathan must
have faith in the power of their love, and both need to grasp onto the truth before
they lose each other forever—and discover just how lonely eternity can be.
Keywords: young adult, YA, teen, romance, YA romance, paranormal, fantasy,
supernatural, series, saga, reincarnation, soul mates, love story, metaphysical,
magic, superpowers, Kindrily, free, freebie

Poseidon's Kiss
The Queer Art of Failure is about finding alternatives - to conventional
understandings of success in a heteronormative, capitalist society; to academic
disciplines that confirm what is already known according to approved methods of
knowing; and to cultural criticism that has extensively theorized hegemony but
paid little attention to counter-hegemony. Judith Halberstam proposes "low theory"
as a means of recovering ways of being and forms of knowledge not legitimized by
existing systems and institutions. Low theory is derived from eccentric archives. It
runs the risk of not being taken seriously. It entails a willingness to fail and to lose
one's way. Tacking back and forth between high theory and low theory, high
culture and low culture, Halberstam looks for the unexpected and subversive in
popular culture, avant-garde performance, and queer art. She pays particular
attention to animated children's films, contending that new forms of animation,
especially CGI, have generated narratives filled with unexpected encounters
between the childish, the transformative, and the queer. Dismantling
contemporary logics of success, Halberstam demonstrates that failure sometimes
offers more creative, cooperative, and surprising ways of being in the world.

Cross My Heart
Chelsea Porter has never believed in her family's old legend about her ancestor's
miraculous escape from drowning, until she meets the Nicolas Demitry, a talented,
handsome, but mysterious artist haunted by the past. Original.

Finding Jung
As Kana flew toward the southern edge of the Black Forest, she could see a
massive group of orcs below her She knew that this day would mark the end of the
elves' reign in the land. On the eve of battle, Kishi gathers her troops and prepares
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for the greatest fight of her life, knowing that this could mean the end of all she
holds dear. The Orcs are moving and the evil that has already broken apart her
home and family is reaching ever further across the land she hold dear. With the
help of those still loyal to her and her cause, Kishi must ride out and meet the force
that threatens her very livelihood. In the thrilling second installment of The
Guardian Chronicles swords finally cross and irrevocable allegiances met. Join
author Steven R. Burke once again for the epic tale of The Fallen Guardian.

Under The Volcano
Experience Angelina J. Steffort's bestselling Wings Trilogy in a Complete Series
Edition, including White, Black, and Gray.

Fallen
The Brede Chronicles
The highly anticipated sequel to Jessica’s Guide to Dating on the Dark Side It’s one
thing to find out you’re a vampire princess. It’s a whole other thing to actually rule.
Newly married Jessica Packwood is having a hard enough time feeling regal with
her husband, Lucius, at her side. But when evidence in the murder of a powerful
elder points to Lucius, sending him into solitary confinement, Jessica is suddenly on
her own. Determined to clear her husband’s name, Jessica launches into a fullscale investigation, but hallucinations and nightmares of betrayal keep getting in
her way. Jessica knows that with no blood to drink, Lucius’s time is running out.
Can she figure out who the real killer is—and whom she can trust—before it’s too
late? Exclusive e-book content includes twenty-one additional chapters that tell all
the details of the beautiful and romantic wedding of Jessica and Lucius that takes
place in the time between Jessica’s Guide to Dating on the Dark Side and Jessica
Rules the Dark Side.

Prophecy
The betrayal that tore a family apart. Two brothers bent on destroying the other. A
whole world on the brink of war. Aiden has been through his second battle in the
magical world of Eden. The victory is short lived and Aiden is sent racing toward his
friends in the Capital. After being back in Eden with the Riders, he is eager to
reunite with Wolf, Elisa and Logan, although he doesn't realize just what he's
returning to. Surprises await him when he arrives in the Capital; his close-knit
group of friends is slowly falling apart. On top of it all, another battle is just around
the corner, one that will change everything. Rain has made her choice, and now
she is in some unknown fortress with the feared sorcerer, Aziz. She wants nothing
more but to please him, but being his Queen isn't as easy as she thought. While
trying to learn sorcery, and dealing with Aziz's advances, Rain is finding her new
life a bit overwhelming. Just when she thought it couldn't get worse, she discovers
a secret of Aziz's, and it is nothing she could have expected. Rose has supported
Callum throughout their journey, but now that the final battle is just around the
corner she is faced with a hard reality. Everything she has gained with him could
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be taken away. Is she willing to live the rest of her life without him? Can she just
stand by while he destroys everything, including himself? Will he ever be able to
find peace? Will she? In the third installment of the Eden Series fates will be
decided, and the battle between brothers that has been a decade in the making
will finally come to an end. Only one of them can be High King. The battle starts
now.

The Sergeants Major of the Army 2010 (Hardcover)
In the mid-19th century, letters to newspapers in Finland began to condemn a
practice known as home thievery, in which farm mistresses pilfered goods from
their farms to sell behind the farm master's back. Why did farm mistresses engage
home thievery and why were writers so harsh in their disapproval of it? Why did
many men in their letters nonetheless sympathize with women's pilfering? What
opinions did farm daughters express? This book explores theoretical concepts of
agency and power applied to the 19th-century context and takes a closer look at
the family patriarch, resistance to patriarchal power by farm mistresses and their
daughters, and the identities of those Finnish men who already in the 1850s and
1860s sought to defend the rights of rural farm women.

Reckoning
Zack Dylan has a dream. He wants to sing on the biggest stages, for the biggest
crowds, and he'll do whatever it takes to make it come true. But Zack also made a
promise to his college sweetheart when he left Kentucky to compete on the
popular TV show Fifteen Minutes: If he made it, nothing would change him or his
faith in God. Overnight, Zack becomes the nation's most popular contestant, a
country singer comparable to a young Tim McGraw. As his star rises, Zack is often
asked to compromise and quiet his beliefs. Just as he's on the verge of winning it
all, his choices lead him to the brink of personal disaster. Meanwhile, a former
Fifteen Minuteswinner is searching for meaning amidst her own private losses. Can
she warn Zack about the real price of fame? Or will Zack lose everything he loves
for his fifteen minutes of glory?

Endtime Messages for the Bride of Christ
Amanda Hocking is an indie publishing sensation whose self-published novels have
sold millions of copies all over the world, and Switched is the book that started the
phenomenon. Prepare to be enchanted When Wendy Everly was six years old, her
mother was convinced she was a monster and tried to kill her. Eleven years later,
Wendy discovers her mother might have been right. She's not the person she's
always believed herself to be, and her whole life begins to unravel—all because of
Finn Holmes. Finn is a mysterious guy who always seems to be watching her. Every
encounter leaves her deeply shakenthough it has more to do with her fierce
attraction to him than she'd ever admit. But it isn't long before he reveals the
truth: Wendy is a changeling who was switched at birth—and he's come to take her
home. Now Wendy's about to journey to a magical world she never knew existed,
one that's both beautiful and frightening. And where she must leave her old life
behind to discover who she's meant to become As a special gift to readers, this
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book contains a new, never-before-published bonus story, "The Vittra Attacks," set
in the magical world of the Trylle.

Grasping at Eternity
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